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The Museum Aan de Stroom (Museum by the River) was inaugurated in Antwerp in mid-May, in the presence of 
King Albert and Queen Paola, other members of the Royal Family and many high-ranking personalities. The 
striking ten-story building of stacked-up boxes in alternating red Indian limestone and undulating glass was 
designed by the Rotterdam based firm of architects Neutelings Riedijk. Each level rotates 90 degrees, allowing the 
escalators to ascend around the perimeter of the museum. The effect is a moving viewing platform affording 
wraparound views of the city, from the Gothic Cathedral of Our Lady to the domed Centraal Station to the grittier 
docklands and warehouses in the immediate vicinity of the museum. On the top floor, the building houses a fine 
dining restaurant, event space and viewing terrace.The museum is meant to be a contemporary showcase of this 
port city’s culture and artistic heritage. The exhibition spaces, designed by the Antwerp firm of architects B 
Architecten, highlight the social and economic culture of the Dutch lowlands, and draw from the permanent 
collections of Antwerp’s more established museums. The 470,000 objects come from three of the city’s historical 
museums, along with temporary exhibitions of pieces from various art museums. Current temporary exhibition 
“Masterpieces of the MAS: Five centuries of Imagery in Antwerp” will run until December 30th. 
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Belgium and the Jewish World 

Two anniversaries in one 
 

More than 300 Hidden Children gathered together near Brussels on 

September 4th to celebrate the 20th anniversary of their Association and 

the 90th birthday of Andrée Geulen, Righteous among the Nations.  

During the ceremony which was attended, among others, by André 

Flahaut, President of the Chamber of Representatives, a moving film on 

the life of Andrée Geulen was screened. Andrée Geulen is the last 

survivor of the Committee for the Defense of the Jews, an organization which rescued more than 1,000 

Jewish children during the Nazi occupation of Belgium. The Belgian Association of Hidden Children was 

founded in November 1991 in order to perpetuate the memory of the lives of these children during the War 

and to express their gratitude to the many Belgians who saved them from being deported to the 

concentration camps by hiding them themselves or finding hiding places for them. The Association 

organizes seminars and educational activities in schools. In 2007 they held their international conference in 

Jerusalem. (in picture: Andrée Geulen with two of her “children” Shaul Har’el and Jerry Rubin and  film director Bernard 

Balteau). 

 

“Denial of Holocaust has nothing to do with freedom  of expression” 
 

The Court of Appeal of Brussels upheld last September  the 2008 ruling of the Brussels criminal court 

which had sentenced Vincent Reynouard to one year of imprisonment and a fine of 25,000 € for 

violating the Belgian anti-revisionism law by distributing brochures of a revisionist nature. Vincent 

Reynouard is a French citizen, a teacher of mathematics who calls himself an “historian” of World War 

II,  who has repeatedly been convicted in France for “approving war crimes” and for distributing 

revisionist pamphlets. He fled to Belgium a few years ago. The “Center for Equal Opportunities and 

Opposition to Racism” which had lodged the complaint against Reynouard expressed its satisfaction 

with the ruling, stressing that “Denial of Holocaust has nothing to do with freedom of expression, and 

even less with scientific research. It is an insidious form of antisemitism and society must protect itself 

against it”. The “Center for Equal Opportunities and Opposition to Racism” is an autonomous public 

service established by an Act of Parliament in 1993 in order to “promote equality of opportunity and to 

combat all forms of discrimination, exclusion, restriction or preferential treatment based on so-called 

race, skin clolour, descent, national or ethnic origin, sexual orientation, disability...”. 
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Bilateral relations 

Prime Minister Yves Leterme on a visit to Israel 

Prime Minister Yves Leterme came on a visit to Israel and 

the Palestinian territories on September 3-5. He met with 

President Peres, Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, 

Minister of Foreign Affairs Avigdor Lieberman and Leader 

of the Opposition Tzipi Livni. Prime Minister Leterme said 

that he had decided to put a special emphasis on the 

bilateral relations between Belgium and Israel, relations that 

are based on “strong people to people connections, a 

sound economic basis and regualr exchanges in the 

academic and cultural fields”. The Prime Minister was very moved by the Yad Vashem museum which he 

visited accompanied by two Belgians-Israelis who were hidden in Belgium when they were children,  during 

the Nazi occupation. Mr Leterme also made a presentation on the Belgian economy before a panel of top 

Israeli businessmen. The visit was the occasion for him to inaugurate officially the new premises of the 

Belgian Embassy in the presence of the Mayor of Ramat-Gan, Zvi Bar (in picture, © Philippe Bourguet) . 

 

Economic relations 

The Belgian Professional Union of Travel Agencies  (UPAV) held its annual congress in Israel on 

September 23rd-27th. The program was organized by Mr. David Sprecher, director of “Plus Travel” agency 

and was sponsored by the Israeli Ministry of Tourism, and by the Jerusalem and  the Tel Aviv 

municipalities. More than 150 Belgian travel agents participated in seminars and workshops and toured the 

country. 

 

The Brussels and Walloon Regions Trade Office at the Embassy of Belgium is happy to announce that it 

will be organizing its yearly traditional multisectorial trade mission on December 12 th-14th. The members 

of the Trade Mission will stay at the Carlton Hotel in Tel Aviv where B2B meetings will be held. For more 

information about the Mission, please contact Mr. Gino Nale, Economic and Commercial Attaché at 054-

4792792 or at belgianexports@bezeqint.net 
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Belgian Cultural presence in Israel 

A large sculpture by renowned Belgian  sculptor Peter 

Buggenhout showing the ruins of a building (in picture), was 

installed in the city center of Herzliya as part of the “Second 

Strike” exhibition during the Herzliya Biennale of 

Contemporary Art which took place in October.  The work was 

commissionned specially by the curator of the exhibition, Ory 

Dessau, who explains its relevance to the spirit of the 

exhibition: “Buggenhout placed the ruins of a building on the 

surface of a 12-meter tow which was positioned in a parking lot on Ben-Gurion street, the city’s main 

thoroughfare. The situation created is that of something which is out of place, evidence of destruction that 

was not removed. The content of the work, the physicality of it, its dimension and location appear struck 

like a bone in the throat of public order”. Born in 1963, Buggenhout, who lives and works in Ghent, has 

acquired international fame for his complex structures which often blend waste materials such as 

household waste and dust, debris, animal hair… 

 

Other cultural events: Jazz guitarist  Philip Catherine , “one of 

the most open and versatile guitarists of recent decades” 

according to music critic Ben Shalev, gave a concert at 

Reading 3 in September. The Haifa International Film Festival 

featured four Belgian films, among them The Giants, by Bouli 

Lanners, a coming of age tale centered on two Belgian  

brothers, which won wide acclaim at the Directors’ Fortnight during the last Cannes Film Festival. The film 

“A Pas de Loup” (“On the Sly”) by Belgian director Olivier Ringer, which was screened at the Tel-Aviv 

International Children’s Film Festival, won the award of the children’s jury as well as a s pecial mention 

by the adult jury.   The film, which tells the story of a young girl who feels neglected by her parents and 

decides to hide in a forest, features Wynona Ringer, the director’s daughter (6 years old when the film was 

made) as principal actress. Father and daughter were present at the screening and answered the many 

questions that were addressed to them. 

Sports 

Wynona  Ringer in  A Pas de Loup 
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A Belgian team participated in the European Wheelchair Basketball 

Championship which took place in Israel in September.  A Belgian 

evening in honor of the team was organized by the Embassy, with 

Belgian food, beer, music and cheers for the team. 

(the team with Karel Tousseyn, Deputy Head of Mission and Valérie Hauser, 
Consul). 

 

ZOOM ON BELGIUM 

   Innovation 

Belgian develops world number 1 chess engine 

Robert Houdart , a Belgian computer scientist, software developer, amateur astronomer, chess 

programmer and chess player, has developed a chess computer engine called Houdini , widely considered 

to be the strongest chess engine on the planet. In December 2010, it was awarded the number one 

position in the international IPON Rating List, 60 points ahead of its competitors. Many top grand masters, 

including the current world champion Viswanathan Anand, favour Houdini. The name “Houdini” was 

chosen, as a professional review describes it, “because of the engine’s positional style, its tenacity in 

difficult positions, its ability to defend stubbornly and escape with a draw – sometimes by the narrow of 

margins. On the other hand, Houdini will often use razor-sharp tactics to deny is opponents escape routes 

when it has the better position”. Houdini is free to use for non-commercial purposes. It can be downloaded 

and installed by anyone. 

   Culture 

Great prize for a small museum 

 

The Gallic-Roman Museum in Tongeren  (Province of 

Limburg)  was declared “European Museum of the Year”  in 

Bremerhaven, beating 34 nominations including the Magritte 

Museum in Brussels and the Borusseum in Dortmund, Germany. 

It shares this prestigious position with past winners such as the 

Victoria & Albert Museum in London and the Guggenheim in 
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Bilbao. Director Carmen Willems said that she was “pleasantly surprised” with the honor “We were only too 

happy to reach the shortlist!”. Since the renovated and upgraded Gallic-Roman Museum reopened its 

doors in 2009, it has had 200 000 visitors. A museum awarded such an important prize, says Willems, 

“must meet the highest quality standards in its collections, its architecture, the integration with the city 

scenography, interaction with the public, educational programs, coffee shop and museum shop. In our 

case, we were praised in particular for our narrative approach and our use of objects to tell a story.” 

Willems believes the prize will facilitate access to artworks on loan and increase the number of visitors”. 

Gastronomy 

    Hof van Cleve restaurant in the top 15 best res taurants in the world 
  

The British Restaurant Magazine has recently released its list of the fifty best restaurants in the world for 

2011. Belgian restaurant “Hof van Cleve” , run by chef Peter Goossens, made it to the fifteenth place 

(Danish restaurant “Noma” came first for the second year running). According to the jury, “Chef-patron 

Peter Goosens lives and breathes local produce, and a meal at Hof van Cleve shows both the considerable 

extent of his regional larder and his talent at exploiting it. Fish and shellfish feature prominently, suiting 

Goosens’ style of cuisine, in which he highlights freshness of flavour and reminds you of the source of your 

food.” 

 “Hof van Cleve”, which opened in 1987, sits in a field just 

outside the tiny town of Kruishoutem, halfway between 

Ghent and Kortrijk in Flanders. It was awarded its first 

Michelin star in 1994. Four years later, it received its 

second star. A third Michelin star followed in 2005. Since 

2004, the restaurant has been given a 19.5 out of 20 

score in the Gault Millau, one of the most influential 

French restaurants guide. (in picture: mackerel and razor clam 

with coriander, tomato and little lemon bubbles, photo taken in the 

restaurant). 

 

Economy 

Belgium: 4 th most attractive country for foreign investors 
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According to a recent report by UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development), foreign 

direct investment  in Belgium rose by more than 50%  from 2009 to 2010 to $62 billion. Belgium is ranked 

as the fourth most attractive country for foreign direct investment, after the United States, China and Hong 

Kong. 

 

Join the Embassy of Belgium on Facebook  http://tinyurl.com/6d12pn5 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming events 

• The film « The Adventures of Tintin – The Secret of the Unic orn”  by Steven Spielberg will 
be released in Israel in November .  The world premiere was screened in Brussels, where the 
famous Tintin comic books were created by Belgian artist Hergé. Tintin has become a national 
hero in Belgium and also a symbol of the Belgians’ great creativity in the art of the comic strip. 

• Two Belgian films , “Beyond the steps” by Vanja d’Alcantra  and “The Fairy” by Fiona Gordon 
will be screened at the International Women’s Film Festival which will take place in Rehovot 
on November 7-13th. 

• The design studio “Unfold”, founded in Antwerp by two Belgian designers in 2002, will be 
present at the exhibition “Curious Minds: Design in the 21 st. century”  , which will open in 
December at the Israel Museum. 

• The play “A portée de crachat”  (“In spitting distance”), by Israeli Arab author and actor Taher 
Najib and directed by Belgian stage director Richard Kalisz will be performed at the Isradrama 
Festival which will take place in December 7-12th. The play won first prize at the TheaterNetto 
festival in Tel Aviv and has also been staged in Paris. 


